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Current Volunteers
www.gcsbs.org.au
https://www.facebook.com/groups/GCSBS/
Gold Coast Succulent & Bromeliad Society Inc. (GCSBS)
PO Box 452, Helensvale Plaza, QLD 4212

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer & Memberships
Other Members

gcsbs.president@gmail.com
Ph: 0408 526 438
Rob Kelly
gcsbs.vp@gmail.com
gcsbs.secretary@gmail.com
Teddy Cooling
Ph: 0417 222 709
gcsbs.treasurer@gmail.com
Shane Weston
Ph: 0408 247 208
Suz Baker, Mark Jamieson, Diane Monk,
Graeme Synold, Peter Wright & Noreen Wright
Rosie Kelly

SUPPORT TEAM
Bromlink Editors
Onsite Meet & Greet
Competition Convenor
Onsite Sales Coordinator
Onsite Sales Support
Offsite Sales Coordinators
Kitchen Coordinator
Librarian
Raffle & Plant Minding
Plant Stewards
Patron
Life Members

Rosie Kelly &
gcsbs.editor@gmail.com
Glenn Wilkinson
Jim Dale & Diane Monk
Noreen Wright
Shane Weston
gcsbs.sales@gmail.com
Rob Kelly & Graeme Synold
Dave Boudier & Keryn Simpson, Wendy Perske & Peter & Noreen
Wright
Suz Baker
Tania Barter
Julie Burnett
Graeme Synold & Peter Wright
Bobby Powell
Narelle Aizlewood, Wendy Hansen,
Mary Nicholson & Neville Ryan

Send your photographs for consideration for publication or even as the front cover
feature! Articles for consideration for publication are also VERY welcome….email the
Editor.
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PRESIDENTS PAGE….
Greeting friends,
A new term has begun and with it a change of guard. As your new President, I realise I
have big shoes to fill. I would like to thank John Hodgkinson, our past President for
his invaluable contribution to the club over the past few years and his smooth
consistent operational style will be missed. It is time for us now though, to commence
a new chapter and I would like to thank those committee members who have
volunteered for another term and to welcome three new committee members who
have stepped up to be a part of the committee. I look forward to working with all of
you.
I am excited to be taking on this new role. I realise I have much to learn but feel
comfortable in the knowledge I will be working with people who will support and
guide me. Your new look committee comes with a multitude of skills and
backgrounds and a deep commitment and desire to serve our society. Our job as your
new committee is to continue to listen to our members and bring you the things you
want. One of the world’s most successful businesses Disneyland has a simple
philosophy that I love. It is simply “to be a leader in producing and providing
entertainment and information”. I believe that is exactly what our society is about
and we are more than capable of taking on that mantra.
A huge welcome to our new members who have joined the society. We trust you will
enjoy all the benefits that go along with being a member. Don’t forget that new
memberships for 2022 are now open with the option of paying online from the Gold
Coast Succulent and Bromeliad website.
In conclusion, I wish you all a very
happy Christmas. My Christmas wish is
always the same, that people can be
surrounded by those who love them. I
hope this will be true for you.
So until 2022, stay safe, please know I
have a listening ear and my phone is
always on.
Rosie Kelly
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Nov 2021
7th

12th
18th – 19th
27th

GCSBS Committee meeting, Helensvale Community Centre, north
meeting room, 10am.
GCSBS display &sales event at Helensvale Plaza Shopping Centre.
9am open
GCSBS display &sales event at Springwood Shopping Mall, 9am open
GCSBS General meeting, including 2021 AGM - Helensvale
Community centre. 12noon. Xmas Party
Spits’n’Pieces Catering, Colossal Plant Raffle’

Dec 2021
GCSBS Committee meeting, TBA

JAN 2022

22nd

No GCSBS general meeting in December
Plant of the month Catopsis, Hohenbergia, Neoregelia & any
Succulent
GCSBS Committee meeting TBA
GCSBS General meeting, Helensvale Community centre. 12noon.
Annual GCSBS Quiz
(Jeanette Henwood)
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I was born in the late 70’s in a quiet coastal
holiday town on the south coast of Kwazulu-Natal
province, South Africa. Growing up I witnessed a
lot of dramatic social and political changes in the
country of my birth. The region where I grew up
also had a very mild and rainy subtropical climate
and excellent soils. This meant that the region
boasted incredible biodiversity and beautiful
gardens. The country was also very multicultural
and multilingual. It was a very interesting time
and place to grow up. Both my parents were
university-educated, keen gardeners and naturelovers. They would often attend the local open
gardens. At around age 11 I had already
developed a strong interest in natural history and
freshwater fish and aquatic plants. It was at that age that I attended an open-garden
with my parents for the first time. The garden was
absolutely magnificent. It was a tropical garden set amongst some remnant local
forest with a natural creek and many old trees. The owner of the garden had planted
the garden heavily with all manner of tropical plants, both native and exotic. The
standouts were the bromeliads, almost all of which were growing epiphytically. There
were dramatic displays of bromeliads (and other epiphytes) all over the trees and on
large decorative logs and pieces of driftwood. I still remember being astounded that
plants could grow in this manner – without soil. I was also fascinated by the diverse,
vibrant and unusual forms of all the bromeliads I saw. I asked the owner of the garden
for more information about these plants. She told me that they were bromeliads and
where I could source them from. She directed me to the nursery of Nigel Thomson
who lived in South Africa at the time. His collection was the best in the country. That
is how my passion for bromeliads (and eventually all tropical plants) began.
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At around 12 years of age I was regularly visiting Nigel’s nursery. Nigel’s wife, Rosalie,
was the salesperson as Nigel was busy running his other business. I would ask Rosalie
all manner of technical questions about bromeliads, which she would usually find
difficult to answer. My endless questions must have driven Rosalie mad, and my
mother often scolded me for troubling Rosalie with too many questions. Nonetheless,
my bromeliad collection started to grow steadily. The bromeliads became a feature in
my parents’ already beautiful tropical garden. By around age 15 I started importing
bromeliads from the USA – mainly from Tropiflora nursery and sometimes from
Rainforest Flora and Birdrock Tropicals. At the time, South Africa enjoyed very lenient
plant importation laws, so importing plants from overseas was a relatively
straightforward process. At the same time, circumstances in South Africa were
changing and I no longer saw a long-term future for myself in the country. So, while in
high school, I decided that I would one day leave South Africa. I just wasn’t sure
which country I’d want to live in.
At around the same time, we
went on a family holiday that
involved some time in
Australia. We visited Sydney,
Brisbane and Cairns. I loved
the country and knew that
this was where I wanted to
live one day. Upon returning
to South Africa, I focussed on
completing high school and
then working towards my
dream of moving to Australia.
After finishing high school I
studied Horticulture at the
Durban Institute of
Technology. It was an
excellent course spanning 3
years and involving both
theoretical and practical
components. After qualifying
as a horticulturist in 1999, my
father and I visited Australia
again.
xVrieslandia Ascending Glory
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Vriesea Maria
We planned our trip to coincide with the 10th Australasian Bromeliad Conference
which was happening in Cairns.
We attended the conference where we made many friends that would turn out to
become friends for life. Bob and Lynn Hudson were particularly hospitable and kind.
They have remained dear friends ever since.
After the conference in Cairns, my father and I drove down to Townsville where we
visited the garden of Barbara Davies as well as Bob and Gwen Smythe. I expressed my
interest in studying Botany at James Cook University since it had such an excellent
reputation. Bob knew one of the Botany lecturers, Betsy Jackes, with whom he
arranged a meeting. One thing led to another and by 2001 I was in Australia studying
Botany at James Cook University, Townsville.
I left South Africa at age 22 to go to James Cook University as an international
student. Upon completing my Botany degree I lodged am application for permanent
residency which was granted. I then moved to Brisbane in search of work. Not
satisfied with the career and earning prospects in Botany and Horticulture, I decided
on a career change. After a few years of working, I attended Griffith University to
complete a Graduate Diploma of Education to qualify as a high school teacher. I
qualified in late 2006 and have been teaching since 2007. In 2007 I also became an
Australian citizen.
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I still had a dream of buying a
semi-rural block and starting a
bromeliad nursery, however,
in my mind at the time I
thought I’d only be ready to
start this endeavour in my late
30’s or early 40’s.
That was all about to change.

Vriesea Pink Goddess
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xVriecantarea Red Eagle
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Tillandsia Lucille x (seleriana x
vicentina)

xVriesgoudaea

In 2008 I attended the 18th World Bromeliad Conference in Cairns where I
reconnected very strongly with my passion for bromeliads. Nigel and Rosalie were at
the conference and they encouraged me to visit their nursery in Cootharaba, QLD. I
did so after the conference. Attending the conference and visiting Nigel’s nursery
made me decide to get on with my dream of starting my bromeliad nursery instead of
waiting for later in life. In 2009 I bought a 2-acre block in Elimbah where I built a
shadehouse and started my nursery. I also started importing plants into Australia. I
imported pups from the best of my South African bromeliad collection. I also
imported a near-complete collection of John Arden’s work from California, along with
many beautiful plants from Bird Rock Tropicals, Tropiflora and David Shiigi. Olive
Trevor was extremely kind in allowing me to use her quarantine house. For a number
of years, we enjoyed an excellent window of opportunity to import the best material
from growers around the world. Not only was I importing, but so were many other
nursery-owners and serious collectors. Our collective efforts set Australia up for a
very bright future in bromeliad growing. Fortunately, we all made good use of this
window in time as in 2015 heavy restrictions were imposed on plant importation in
response to the outbreak of Xyllela disease in Europe and other parts of the world. It
has been near-impossible to import new material into Australia since.
Back to my nursery in Elimbah, which I started in 2009: I decided to name my nursery
‘Elimbah Tropicals’. My main speciality in the nursery was and still is Vriesea,
Tillandsia and intergeneric Tillandsiodeae. The stock in my nursery in Elimbah was
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based on imported material from some of the best growers in the world, along with
excellent stock sourced from Australian growers and breeders. In 2009 I started
making my first hybrids on Australian soil and I went all-out to make up for years of
lost time. In the years since 2009, I have produced countless hybrids within the genus
Vriesea, Tillandsia, xVrieslandsia, xVriecantarea and xVriesgoudaea. Many of the best
of these are now registered. My hybridising work was inspired by the work of John
Arden, David Shiigi, Paul Isley and Pamela Hyatt. I am now at the stage where I am
using my own hybrids to create further hybrids. This is very pleasing.
In 2012 I also began to take a keen interest in Dyckia, Encholirium, Sincoraea and
Pitcairnea. I imported many of these as seeds from South America, vegetative
material from the USA, and also purchased plants grown locally by Bruce Dunstan
from seeds he collected on of his many collecting expeditions.
Further to hybridising, I still maintain a strong focus on conserving species. A large
part of my breeding and seed-raising efforts are dedicated to maintaining pure
species for the future. With vanishing habitats around the world, conserving species
through cultivation is becoming increasingly critical to ensuring the future of many
plants. Looking to the future of bromeliad collecting and growing in Australia, many
of the best new plants are yet to come. In fact, many haven’t even been created yet.
There are many talented hybridisers and
growers within Australia, each with their
own speciality and style, all working
passionately to breed amazing plants. Our
combined efforts mean that the future of
bromeliad collecting and growing in
Australia is very bright. The future holds an
endless variety of dazzling new hybrids and
fascinating species catering to everyone’s
tastes. While other growers focus their
efforts on genera such as Alcantarea,
Billbergia and Neoregelia; I will continue to
focus my efforts on Vriesea, Tillandsia and
intergenerics. With so many dedicated
growers, Australia is becoming a worldleader in the development of new and
exciting bromeliads. We in Australia will
remain spoiled for choice for many decades
to come. We are also blessed to have a
wealth of knowledge, experience and
enthusiasm in Australia. All of these factors
position us very well for the future. There is
xVriecantarea Orange Champion
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much to look forward to for both beginners
and experienced bromeliad collectors alike.
BOOK REVIEW: with Lien Smith, October 2021
STARTING WITH BROMELIADS (2nd Edition)
The Bromeliad Society of Queensland (BSQ) has released the
second edition of its popular book titled: Starting with
Bromeliads: A Guide to the Growing of Bromeliads. Its release is
timely as the first edition sold out two years ago, with total
sales of about 5,000 copies. The book has been completely
revised to ensure not only that the information is current, but
also to improve its readability. For example, the print size is
larger, while the book is now an A4, rather than A5, size. There are over 200, mostly quite large,
colour photographs, spread over 110 pages. A high quality binding has been used, making it easier
to read, and improving its “shelf life”. While many people interested in bromeliads could find it
useful, its primary focus is on growing bromeliads in the sub-tropics and, to a lesser extent, the
tropics.
The book commences with some information about where you can buy bromeliads. It then
discusses how to recognise a bromeliad, and the ‘structure” of the bromeliad family e.g. a listing of
genera. The book next covers some basic growing and related information e.g. plant selection
suggestions, on the genera which people starting out with bromeliads are most likely to encounter:
Aechmea, Alcantarea, Billbergia, Neoregelia, Pitcairnia, Portea, Tillandsia (Grey-leaved), and
Vriesea. At the end of each genus’ chapter, there is a valuable listing of the rarer bromeliad genera
which have similar cultural requirements.
A chapter on bromeliad propagation covers both vegetative propagation and raising bromeliads
from seed. The next chapter focuses on caring for bromeliads, in some detail. Topics covered
include: light requirements, dealing with cold temperatures, air circulation, watering, potting
mixtures and pests and diseases. The final chapter covers issues with, and recommendations for,
landscaping with bromeliads. The book concludes with a brief Glossary and list of references, as
well as two pages on which people can write notes.
In summary, as Jerry Coleby-Williams (from Gardening Australia) said in his book review:
“… Bromeliads, like growers, are characters. Within the pages of 'Starting with Bromeliads' is much hardearned knowledge, the lived experience of dedicated enthusiasts and collectors. They want to encourage the
next generation of bromeliad lovers by releasing a handy, practical and affordable guide. They have
succeeded….”

The book can be purchased from GCSBS AND BSQ. An electronic preview of the book, is on the
BSQ’s website: www.bromsqueensland.com.au
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Challenges of growing Bromeliads in
Far North Queensland

Pictured- Me and Puya vasquezii.
Hello everyone my name is Aaron Smythe and I live in Cairns (the wet tropics) Far
North Queensland. This is a great topic as I wish I would have investigated it before
jumping right into growing bromeliads. Like most, it has been trial and error for
knowing what will grow best here and what wont. Most of the time we buy
bromeliads because they are appealing and don’t give much thought into how it will
grow in our environment.
As bromeliads are not native to Australia they may not be suited to where we live.
Bromeliads are varied and have adapted to live in many different environments such
as high/low altitude, cool dry/ warm humid temperatures and grow as an epiphyte or
terrestrial in nature. Cairns is a coastal town (low altitude), warm and humid with
high rainfall. Far north Queensland also includes the Tablelands which is
approximately 62 kilometers west of Cairns. Even though the tablelands are not that
far away it’s higher altitude (approx. 1000m) makes its climate different to Cairns.
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Location

Rainfall
cm

Min/Max (day)
Temps

Humidity
At 9am %

Celsius
Cairns

1991

20.8/29.1

71

Tablelands

1369

15.3/25.6

63

The above figures are averaged annually. Source: Bureau of Meteorology
ClimateThis is a big challenge. Knowing your climate and understanding which genera will
grow best for you. Because we have higher rainfall our potting medium has to be
pretty free draining. My biggest mistake years ago was potting bromeliads in straight
potting mix!! The result was a lot of bromeliads succumbing to rot. My potting
medium has changed a few times over the years through trial and error and now
currently using a mixture of quincan (scoria), wood chips and potting mix roughly a
third of each. This mix is mainly for Aechmea’s, Hohenbergia, Neoregelia’s etc. but
for Vriesea, Alcantarea, Dyckia, Hechtia, Sincoraea and Orthophytum I use the same
mix but add more potting mix and less of the other two. Most of the plants we grow
are epiphytes and therefore not needing media.
Sunlight is the next factor. In the past if I was unsure a bromeliad could handle direct
sunlight, I would place it in the sun during winter so by summer hopefully it has
acclimatised to the sun. If you are lucky enough to have the time, a good hose down
in the middle of the day does acclimatise them. You do not do this with forest
dwelling genera such as Guzmania, Pitcairnia, Cryptanthus and Vriesea etc. I find
Alcantarea which normally love the sun can “bleach” (which is the step before
burning) in our climate especially the red coloured ones but they always bounce back
when temps drop. For those up here who have bromeliads in shade houses the rule
of thumb is once you start getting a week of above 30 degrees then it’s time to put a
topper of shade cloth over your shade house. This helps reduce the air temperature
and sunlight penetration.
When sourcing species seed, I do a little homework. I go onto the Encyclopaedia of
Bromeliads website (https://bromeliad.nl/encyclopedia/) and compare data of the
species I am after to my conditions. I look at the location where the plant was
described checking the elevation and latitude.
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The above picture illustrates the latitude of Cairns and where it aligns with South
America on the east coast. Cairns latitude pretty much lines up to central Brazil. So,
from this information you can safely ascertain any species located in Brazil mainly on
the coast or lowlands will grow okay in the Cairns climate. This is generalised and not
to say that bromeliads only in Brazil will grow well for me. Seed from other colder
areas can be activated by a period of about a week in the fridge. Unfortunately, these
may never flower.
Soil type for me is a clay type so most of my bromeliads are grown in pots in a free
drained mix or as an epiphyte attached to trees. Bromeliads grown out in the garden
are either grown in pots placed in holes in the ground (for stability) or placed in holes
(no pot) with quincan (scoria) and woodchip in it to help with drainage).
Finally, any new people wanting to learn about bromeliads in their area should
investigate to see if there is a local bromeliad society in their area. Here you can
converse with like-minded people and learn what grows best in the area where you
live. Usually, growers stick to a couple different genera that suit their climate.
Remember there are no gardening mistakes, only experiments.
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A Moment with...
Shane Weston
It takes many people’s involvement to make
any society function but it takes a special few
to ensure those many, have something to do.
We are very lucky to have Shane as a leader
in our community and in our society. He gives
a great deal of himself for the benefit of
others and thats a truly noble quest.
And as the flag suggests, I’m thinking we are
about to find some treasure
How did you get started growing?
I grew up on a dairy farm outside of Lismore NSW. My grandmother was a
major influence in my interest in plants – but she grew food, as folks from that
era did. The only food I can grow are pineapples. I have also found being in the
garden, even mowing the lawn was a great stress reliever for me – at various
stages of my life. I had a demanding job involving people management from
around 1998 and I found my garden as a place to be free from all that that
involved. There was no staff in my garden! I discovered Bromeliads around
2007 when I saw this weird colourful plant (Billbergia amoena Red Form) for
auction on eBay. I bid and won. The seller was the wonderful Kerry Tate who
lives locally to me still. Kez went on to become by brom mentor and taught me
so much. We had many great brom trips. I’d like to say I still grow that
Billbergia amoena, but it has been one of only two plants that have ever been
stolen from my front yard - in 22 years
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How do you grow or display your plants?
I live in a country suburban area in the hills
above Lismore. I have two adjoining
800sqm blocks. I grow about 1000
bromeliads and maybe 100 other plants.
99.99% of my bromeliads are potted and
under shade cloth. (Always black, 70% and
sections with 50% & 30% removable
toppers for winter light.) I have a 6m x 6m
shade house on my vacant block next door
& four shade sails attached directly to my
house. I use a lot of hanging areas for minis
and small growers. I have only a few
growing epiphytically and only a couple of
bromeliads growing directly in the ground
as my soil is pug. I have several large pots of
Alcantarea, a favourite genus of mine. And
then I have two 4m x 4m shade houses at a
mate’s place in Alstonville also.
Favourite plant?
What today? Hmmm...impossible to go with just one, that would be like expecting me
to pick the favourite of my two dogs. But as I think of this question at this precise
moment; it would be Encephalartos ituriensis. Now I feel guilty for not mentioning
my other favs, Alcantarea Bobby Gold & John Stoddart and the unregistered Pagan
Warrior. I love Cycads particularly Burrawang,
Neo. Punctate, Aechmea Flavomarginata,
Hohenbergia magnispina, Dracaena Beauty
Queen, Dracaena Malawi Bat/sinus-simiorum
& Billbergia alfonsi-joannis also now as it is in
flower. I cannot just go with one  I like a
variety of the unusual. My garden and plant
collections are eclectic & quirky, just like my
house decorating style & my tastes in life
generally - and my friends.
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What do you wish you knew when you first started growing?
I do not regret knowing something in life, which is not my style. I have fallen
foul of the same things many gardeners/plant collectors do - trying to grow
things that just do not like & even survive our climates. I remember the
wonderful John Catlan, RIP, saying, ‘Better to grow a few brom’s really well,
than struggle trying to grow hundreds.’ So why do I try to grow so many?
Best piece of advice you have been given either in life, or to do with your
plants?
I live by many ‘words of wisdom,’
ok clichés then, not just one. My
Mum always advised me, when
confronted with an upcoming
situation that was going to be
difficult, unpleasant, or tiresome,
‘don’t think about it, and just do
it, as this too shall pass.’ I also like
& practice ‘the clean as you go’
principle. I will pull a weed up as I
walk past; instead of thinking I
must weed tomorrow.
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Surprise fact about you.
I am not telling that! There is no standout
highpoint or achievement in my life. I
have been extremely fortunate in life. My
career highlight was with Telstra in their
Directory Assistance (013) call centres. I
commenced as a casual operator taking
calls in 1991. In 2002 I was appointed
National Operations Manager of 22 sites
from Mackay to Wangaratta and Murray
Bridge. I spent the next 10 years closing
18 or so of those sites and retired 54. Well
retrenched, well we called it Telstra
Lotto. A great company for which to
work. I had no formal or university
education. Personally, I am proud within
myself of my travel achievements. As a
58yo I walked Japan twice (my favourite
foreign country) and two trips of 10 weeks and 12 weeks back-packing around
northern and eastern Europe with side trips to Iceland & Israel. I had a great
guide/companion, and I walked a lot! And carried everything in one backpack with wheels! See nothing surprising about Shane.
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THE WRIGHT
STUFF
Walking through the front gate my
eyes feasted on the garden display
that greeted me. A huge specimen
of Euphorbia lactea cv White Ghost
bathed in morning sun, had me
gasping. While pots in all sizes and
colours were overflowing full of
colourful, rare and unique
architectural plants. To me, it is no
accident that Peter Wright has one
of the best succulent and cacti
collections in Queensland.
Peter was born in Sydney, the son a
famous doll and toy maker. In 1957
the family moved north to the Gold
Coast in search of a more leisurely
Parodia magnifica
lifestyle.
His mother purchased a large piece of land in Labrador, turning it into a successful
nursery and it was here that Peter created his first collection, by catching snakes and
preserving them in bottles.
Peter finished his school years at Southport and it was here he met and fell in love
with his now wife Noreen. Peter was athletic and was the open mile champion,
narrowly missing out on the Queensland titles. Peter however, lost interest in school
and tells the story of one day when he wagged school with his mate and went to the
beach. A young woman got into trouble in the surf and was drowning, until the young
men saved her. Coincidentally, the local paper was there to catch the story. They say,
fortune follows the brave, but not this time, as the next day in school the headmaster
had read the news, summoned the lads to the office where they both received the
cane for wagging school.
Peter left school and went to work in a fruit shop and sometime later he was inspired
by a fellow school mate who had gone to university and encouraged Peter to go back
to school and upgrade his senior result. This proved to be the right decision for Peter
who went on to complete 3 separate university degrees.
Peter and Noreen married in 1966 and had 2 sons. Peter and Noreen had always had
succulents in the garden but started seriously growing about 50 years ago, when his
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mother needed a constant supply for
her nursery. His mother showed him
the requirements of how to grow and
propagate plants that were perfect
for retail. Peter says he “accidentally
developed the passion”
Peter’s love of collecting continued as
he and Noreen sought out desirable
antiques, ceramics and porcelain.
Peter also offered short courses at
TAFE, introducing students to
collecting fine arts.
Peter worked in the first instance as a
physiotherapist, successfully running
a busy practice on the Gold Coast and
getting referrals from the local
doctors. From here he studied
further and became a qualified
Osteopath. After a series of events
Peter felt he needed a change of
direction and went back to university
to do an Arts History degree

Peter & Noreen Wright 1966

Astrophytum myriostigma
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In his mid 40’s Peter had planned
to be a university lecturer, but
instead applied for a job with
Sotheby’s Art House as the
Queensland Representative. To the
great surprise of many, Peter was
the successful candidate and
became well known in art circles.
When asked who his favourite
artist was he had no hesitation in
telling me about an Australian
artist, Gordon Bennett, a
significant figure in contemporary
indigenous art.
It was in the late 1960’s when
Peter and Noreen first became
involved in the cactus and
succulent society of Qld. The
world of plants and plant societies
always has some colourful
characters, and I think we can all
recall a few. Peter tells the story of
one of the members being on the
phone to the then president of the
Agave victoriae-reginae
society, and a disagreement
erupted over the phone. This then turned into quite the dramatic conclusion with a
gun fired into the air beside the phone. I guess that is one way to make a point. Peter
was always looking out for new additions to starve off his collecting bug, and in the
early days met and formed a strong friendship with Ian Hay. Ian was then the
president of the NSW society and had access to plants Peter didn’t. Ian was very
generous and shared many of his special plants with Peter, in order for him to build
his collection.
In mid-2002 Peter and Noreen moved to their current address and joined the GC
society in 2004. Peter remains very current with all things succulent and Cactus
related and both he and Noreen are still active members in our Gold Coast society.
Peter definitely has some favourite plants in his collection and without a doubt his
most favourite is a slow growing species called Agave victoriae-reginae “Royale”. The
oldest specimen of this plant Peter has in his collection is around 25 years old and
currently sits at around 20 cms high. Peter loves its definition and form and describes
it as both a striking and tough plant.
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Astrophytum myriostigma quadriocostata
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Peter also has a soft spot for
the Echinocactus grusonii,
commonly known as the
Golden Barrel. Indeed, it is
the oldest plant Peter has in
his collection and one
specimen he owns is the
grand old age of 30 years.
This plant however has been
known to live between 50100 years of age.
The love of succulents has
never diminished for Peter,
and his passion and energy
have persisted over the many
decades. He is incredibly
generous in sharing his
knowledge he has acquired
over the years. There is no
rule books on how to grow your plants, it comes from observing your plants and trial
and error. Peter’s mum, used to tell him to walk around your plants daily in order to
see the changes, and what is working and what is not. Peter to this day, remembers
his mother’s words and indeed walks around his garden every single day.
Peter has won a string of awards for his succulent specimens and is obviously proud
of his achievements. On questioning him, as to what he would be most proud of, he
tells me of a cross that Noreen did with a cultivar created by renowned Australian
collector and hybridiser Terry Tierney, Astrophytum Superkabuto (pictured on front
cover) . While it is a highly desirable plant in its own right, they set about to see what
would happen if they crossed it back onto one of the parents. Noreen raised the seed
and Peter now tends to it. This cross has absolutely produced some beautiful plants.
While I agree it is a wonderful achievement, I think secretly he is incredibly proud of
his son. Peter and Noreen have imparted the love of succulents onto their son and
albeit a late bloomer, his knowledge of succulents has surpassed that of his father.
Looking ahead to the future now, Peter is seriously looking to de clutter, and
downside his vast collection into something more manageable. He says, he would like
to be more selective and perhaps to specialise in certain genus of succulents. Peter is
still an avid and keen collector and I can’t see that changing any time soon.
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Enduring Early Plant and Garden Memories
By John Byth

I have always been a nature lover and had the great good fortune to have a mum
whose name was Kay, who was a wonderful gardener. I think that I have always
been inquisitive and was a “why, how, when” kind of little boy whose mum seemed
to know almost every answer. When she didn’t, she would say, “I’ll find out”, and
she always did.
Mum was a country girl, born in 1920, of good Scottish stock; smart and
hardworking, generous and courageous. She matriculated from the Presbyterian
Girls College (PGC) in Warwick on the Southern Darling Downs, and fell in love with
and married her high school sweetheart who attended Warwick’s Scots College for
boys. In his early twenties, he would be one of 36 former Scots boys killed while
serving in the RAAF or RAF during WW2.
Widowed at 22 and with an infant daughter, who would become my wonderful big
sister Janey when I was adopted as a newborn babe in 1952, Kay left Janey in the
loving care of her parents, Bill and Mary Madgwick, and enrolled in a science degree
at the University of Queensland in Brisbane, where on graduation she taught medical
students, one of whom she would marry and who would become my dad.
Around the age of five I asked mum, “When was I born?” wanting to know whether it
was day-time or night-time. She told me she didn’t know, which puzzled me, and
then told me a lovely story of my natural parents, and of her and dad’s and Janey’s
wish for a son and little brother.
I felt much loved and I was in no doubt I was very lucky; after all, we had a beautiful
liver and white cocker spaniel called Topsy, we had chooks and beautiful mango,
macadamia, mulberry and loquat trees and wandering passion fruit vines, pink and
blue hydrangeas, and glorious, red hippeastrums. Our comfy house smelled
wonderful when cut jonquils and daffodils were brought inside, and, I had an old
scooter and a shoe box of silkworms busily eating fresh mulberry leaves and spinning
golden, silk cocoons.
I loved the flowering of the mango tree and the promise of fruit and the beautiful
flowers of the passionfruit vines, but the best and most beautiful of flowers I thought
were those on the seemingly giant-growing dahlias which mum grew every year
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when we lived at Annerley in Brisbane. I didn’t love the long splinters of the rough,
hardwood stakes to which she would tether the tall dahlias with her and Janey’s old
stockings, but mum was expert at removing my splinters with a sterilised sewing
needle. I had responsibility for planting and care of the pansies which bordered
some of the beds, but I could never understand why we gave space to slim-petaled,
red gerberas. I hated them.
Life was good, but it had its up and downs, as I found when I broke a branch from the
frangipani tree when we had moved to a new home at Yeerongpilly when I started
school. It was obvious that mum was disappointed, but I knew the rules – never
swing on a mango or frangipani branch, as it may fall on your head. But that wasn’t
my only worry, as Christmas was drawing close, and it was to the broken branch that
I would have attached my hand-written, (with mum’s help) wish list to Santa Claus
for presents. To which branch would I attach it now? Would mum ever let me touch
her frangipani again? Or without mum’s help, would Santa ever be able to make any
sense of my list?
There was another equally horrible incident a few years later involving dad’s large
axe which I had been told never to touch, a large banana tree in the wrong place in
my vegetable and flower garden, and my dad having to stitch the neat axe wound I
had made between Bruce Woodham’s big and second toe of his right foot. I clearly
remember disturbing the dust motes on the floor as I hid under my bed around the
time that dad was due home from work. Bruce made a full and quick recovery from
what dad said was a very good incision; never, ever, to be repeated.
The Yeerongpilly house was high with a big yard and from the back windows and
from the front veranda, it seemed that the suburb was full of jacarandas come
September or October, and I learned very young from breakfast table talk, the
university lore that if you hadn’t hit the books hard before the jacarandas bloomed,
you were doomed to fail the end of year exams. It was true in my case and for some
of my friends when I first attempted uni.
Between the mango and the willow tree whose branches made excellent whips,
“Yaahah!” – “Ouch!” there was a cool, wooden shade house in which there was a pair
of fish ponds with orange swordtail fish, and it was partially covered with wisteria,
which would hum with bees when in flower and for a time I successfully grew
cyclamens in it.
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It was around this time that visits to Uncle Jack’s large garden at Greenslopes were a
treat because he had three enormous arbours of very fragrant sweet peas amidst
manicured lawns and gardens of beautifully tended annuals. It was obvious that his
macadamia trees were prolific as Aunty Jean’s pantry had a full shelf of large and
small glass jars of the most perfect kernels, which tasted as good as those I cracked at
home between two bricks. Next door lived Grandpa Byth, who long into retirement,
every day wore a three-piece suit and tie, with a single, orange, crucifix orchid flower
in his lapel buttonhole. Arranged in a ring-shaped, shallow vase on the dining room
table, Grandma Byth would always have in spring, frangipani flowers whose
fragrance would greet you at the front door.
At home, in time a vegetable garden with sweet corn, peas and tomatoes would be
established and I would grow calceolarias, gloxinias, pansies and a trellis of sweet
peas and others whose names I have forgotten. The mulberry tree would go to make
room for an aviary made for finches and quail, but not before time spent in the UK,
when dad was doing postgraduate study and we lived in Scotland where I attended
school, arriving at the time of the then coldest winter on record.
I had been used to wearing year round, cotton shorts and short-sleeved shirts, never
a hat and always barefoot, as few kids ever wore shoes at Yeronga State School.
There were no lollypop ladies at the zebra crossings and never a teacher on
playground duty; it was the era when, if we were going out to play at a
neighbourhood friend’s place, mum would say, “Make sure you’re home in time for
dinner”. If our mums hadn’t cut our lunch, we would cross Park Road at lunchtime to
Mrs Merritt’s corner shop to buy hot chips for threepence or enormous potato
scallops for a penny each, always wrapped in newspaper. What we didn’t eat for
lunch went into our Globite school bags we wore on our backs, and I would finish
lunch as I walked home, when I would sometimes pluck a loudly protesting, large,
glossy-black, rhinoceros beetle from a dwarfed, footpath, poinciana tree, and wear
the pacified beetle home clinging to my shirt.
In Scotland there was deep snow upon the ground when we arrived, and I wore a
school tie, jumper, blazer and trousers and very warm coat and gloves, cap and
shoes. But my good fortune had followed me, as my new best friend Alistair who
lived next door, had the fastest toboggan in the street. I first mastered without
mishap, the long, gentle slope and curve of our snow covered street, but I had some
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thrilling and spectacular, high-speed crashes on the long, undulating, snowy slopes in
a popular and often crowded local park.
I was delighted when spring came and the many songbirds; the robins, wrens, the
various finches, thrushes and blackbirds nested close to the ground in the many
hedges, shrubs and trees. When we visited the expansive gardens of stately homes
and palaces open to the public, the many water birds and the contents of their nests
were easy to observe on the margins of lakes and ponds. I just loved the different
size, shape and colouring of the different egg types. The autumn colours of the many
trees were stunningly beautiful, but there was nothing else we saw on these estates
to match large plantings of short and tall rhododendrons in flower in spring.
One summer dad drove our second-hand, blue Ford Consul around eight countries in
Europe in six weeks, which was great fun, sleeping in a tent in camping grounds every
night. I loved the Dutch tulips, but the large, ornate gardens of the Palace of
Versailles left me cold, though the many water fountains were fabulous.
Before leaving the UK, mum and Janey appeared on the front cover of the 1960
edition of the Glasgow phone book, sitting in spring sunshine amongst a field of
bluebells, but obviously wearing warm coats. I saw President Kennedy clearly for a
few seconds in a motorcade in London in 1961 and was very sad when he died two
years later. We visited the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, where, when we entered the
Australian collection, we were struck by the warmth and the wonderful smell which
was familiar and which may have made you homesick for Australia. It was the same
smell we encountered as we approached Fremantle in Western Australia by sea
when the wind was blowing off the continent.
As we returned to Brisbane by train from Sydney, our thoughts turned to Topsy who
had been loved during our absence by Aunty Jean and Uncle Jack. Topsy had grown
old, her walking slowed, the colour of her coat fading and her sight failing, but her
welcome was as exuberant as is possible for an old dog, and Mum and Janey had
tears rolling down their cheeks, as I have now as I write this. Topsy lived out the rest
of her long life with Jack and Jean, it was thought best, and I started at a new school
which I loved.
Looking back now through the intervening 60 years, I know that I have had a
fortunate life and I am sure that I have lived through the best of times. While none of
my childhood goals have been achieved – fisherman, fireman, racing car driver or
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game warden in Africa, I have never lost my passion for nature and its wonders and
now in retirement I have a seven days a week job, much of it in the open air which is
filled with glorious bird life and their calls and songs, while I tend a collection of the
plants which give me enormous pleasure, as do my two, four-legged, live-in
companions who are at the same time wonderful and wicked and make me laugh.
000000000000
For the past ten years John has specialized in growing Alcantarea and in the six years
since he bought a former hydroponic lettuce farm with outstanding horticultural
assets in Woodford, Queensland, he has built an international reputation as a grower
and hybridizer, as evidenced by his plants and seeds being sought after by the world’s
leading commercial growers who regard his hybrids as world’s best; the invitation he
has accepted to travel to Brazil and stay with one of that country’s foremost experts
in Alcantarea and other genera; and his co-authorship with Brazil's leading botanical
academics, the recently published title "Alcantarea - Giant Bromeliads of Brazil".

Alcantarea Sydney
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Alcantarea Bobby Gold
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Alcantarea Bruce Dunstan

Alc. Arcadia x Alc. vinicolor Leme form
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Dear Pond,
I have a lot of potting up to do and am
wondering if I’m using the right mix. Will
potting mix do? I have a few different
varieties of bromeliads. Is it a case of one size
fits all?
Regards,
Harry Potter
Dear Harry
Here at the pond we are often asked this.
The first thing to remember is drainage. All mixes must drain well. So keeping this in
mind choose a mix that does this. Think orchid potting mix. You want something that
has plenty of aged pine bark. Why aged, because as pine bark ages it absorbs all the
moisture and nutrients from around it thus depriving the plant. Most commercial
mixes have this in it. Now depending on your growing conditions you should decide if
you need to add anything to this mix.
For more drainage you can add things like perlite, super coarse is best. Scoria rock in
small amounts. Vermiculite which helps feed root growth. Coco fibre is trendy at the
moment and if worth trying but remember this will hold a lot of moisture so go easy.
If your mix has too much drainage it is ok to add some potting mix however best to
choose one that doesn’t have water savers. If your mix remains too wet it might
cause root rot.
As you learn more about your plants you will be able to adjust this mix to suit the
type of plant you are growing.
Experiment is the word here Harry, there’s no magic wand. You will work out what
suits your growing conditions.
Regards
The Pond
Dear Pond,
I was wondering if I have to cut all my pups from the mother plant or is it ok to let
them clump up. I would appreciate your thought please.
Regards Iva Cluster
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Hello Iva,
This is a question with many parts. It really depends on personal preference or what
you are growing the plant for and the type of plant. For example, plants such as mini
Neoregelia, Billbergia, Catopsis, and others are quite happing to grow on stolens
attached to the mother plant and will form a growing clump of the plant with each
plant developing their own root system while still being attached to the original root
base. The old mother plant can simply be removed when it starts to die off. This
technique is often used when growing in hanging baskets or when growing as a
ground cover, even when mounting.
Other plant types such as Vriesea, Alcantarea, medium and large Neoregelia perform
their best when they are given room to grow. So best to get the pups off the mother
plant and grow them as a specimen plant. It’s best to remove these pups when they
about a third the size of the mother plant as a rule of thumb. Growing as a specimen
will or should allow the plant to grow to its full potential in terms of size and shape so
always ensure it has enough space around it to grow into.
Hope this helps Iva, happy growing either as a clump or as that perfect specimen to
impress your friend, grower’s choice.
Kind regards
The Pond
Dear pond,
I’ve got extra plants and am thinking of attaching them to something. I have a nice
old tree in my backyard and a couple of good sized branches that have fallen off.
What do I use to do this?
Regards
Poison Ivy
Hello again Poison,
Extra plants are always good and attaching them to trees and branches is a great way
to enhance your garden. It’s important to remember that they need to be attached
tightly to the branch, upright, with the point of root growth snug against the branch.
They shouldn’t move before they attach themselves.
A number of ways this can be done is by using plastic coated wire, zip locks, or U
hooks. If you’re using U hook make sure to soak them in some vinegar for a few days
before hand. You can also glue them using a not to toxic silicone. Shelley’s All Clear
should be fine. Once they’ve attached themselves with new root growth you can
remove any unsightly material that you have attached them with. Now remember
always have someone hold that ladder steady Poison if your aiming for height on a
tree. All the best from the Pond
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1st
2nd
1st
2nd
3rd

1st
2nd
3rd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd

Sept 2021
Succulent
Senecio Vitalis crested mermaid tail– Karen Rafter
Mammillaria plumosa - Peter Wright
Bromeliad
Canistrum fosteriana – Rob & Rosie Kelly
Aechmea Medio Picta– Rob and Rosie Kelly
Alcantarea – Diane Monk
October 2021
Succulent
Lobivia leucomalla – Peter Perikow
Haworthia retusa variegate – Peter Wright
Wresseys David – Ian Cairns
Epiphylum Chorus Girl – Beth Cooling
Bromeliad
Goudaea San Luis – Rob & Rosie Kelly
Tillandsia edithae - Alfonso & Gilda Trudu
Neoregelia Koah Ballard – Rob & Rosie Kelly
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Challenges, Frustrations and the Sheer Joy of growing bromeliads in
South Australia
By Adam Bodzioch

Bromeliads generally, prefer tropical and sub-tropical conditions in which to flourish.
Here they receive abundant rainfall, warmer temperatures and ample daylight.
Queensland and Northern New South Wales fit these requirements well. Conversely,
Adelaide does not naturally provide these conditions.
To illustrate those differences we can compare Brisbane’s conditions with Adelaide’s
conditions.
Rainfall:
Mean rainfall for Brisbane is about 1186 mm per year while Adelaide has about
546mm. More importantly Brisbane receives much of its rainfall in the warmer active
growing months of bromeliads while Adelaide gets rain predominately in the winter
months when plants are dormant.
Temperature:
Mean maximum temperatures for Brisbane over the year are about 25 degrees while
Adelaide receives about 23 degrees. Also, minimum mean temperatures are about 16
degrees for Brisbane and Adelaide about 12 degrees with many spells of very cold
weather.
Sunshine:
Brisbane gets about 124 clear days over a year while Adelaide gets about 87 and
most of those are in the brutal heat-wave months.
So with these widely contrasting cultural conditions it is easy to see why growers in
Adelaide have some difficulty in growing bromeliads as well as they would like. I am
sure that growers in tropical regions also have different challenges but I will limit my
comments to Adelaide. Many of the different bromeliad species and hybrids struggle
to flower in Adelaide’s conditions while the same plants grow like weeds and flower
regularly in cultures such as Brisbane.
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I have had some success in applying ethrel to mature plants in order to induce
flowering. It is common knowledge that the release of ethylene gas stimulates the
flowering hormones rather than the growth hormones in a plant. An end result is
that the actual plant will not grow any larger but all energies will go into flower
production.

My first success was with Aechmea perforata. In 1989 Elton Leme had provided the
Bromeliad Society of SA with some seeds. I planted some seeds and they germinated
well and grew into healthy plants. After 18 years, however, not one of them had
spiked. Mick Romanowski who was visiting me at the time showed me how and when
to apply the ethrel.
Within a matter of weeks I was rewarded with beautiful white inflorescences with
rows of coral blue flowers.
I have had some success with other genera, by using ethrel but I prefer these days to
explore different parts, or microcosms, of my garden and shadehouses to maximise
the healthy growth of my plants.
An example is Guzmania sanguinea. I had grown 4 different forms without any
success. Some had died, some survived but never flowered and generally I put them
into my “too hard basket”. I then thought about the conditions that the Guzmanias
were growing in and came to the conclusion that I had being growing them all wrong.
Imagine me admitting this to myself let alone anyone else. Instead of the shady,
protected part of my garden with no humidity I put them into a bright part of the
garden, with much increased daylight and the plants were placed in trays of small
pebbles which caught the mist during the day from my newly installed misting
system. The increased humidity worked wonders and I had almost instant success.
Below are pictures of two Guzmania sanguinea. The first flowering in
February/March this year and the second picture is of Guzmania sanguinea tricolour
coming into colour now. First time it has ever flowered in spring rather than summer
but perhaps this will become its new habit.
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Picture 1 – Guzmania sanguinea

Picture 2 – Guzmania sanguinea tricolour
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Nonetheless, it says much about re-thinking optimum positions for bromeliads and
always being prepared to try something new. If the culture is not quite right think
about different options. In recent years I have systematically re-arranged my
bromeliads at end of autumn and the start of spring.
The cold months in Adelaide tend to cause much browning to the tips of bromeliads,
particularly the patterned Vriesea. I tend to minimise that by elevating as many as I
can to higher shelves in my larger shadehouse where the air is not as cold as on the
floor. However, I like to grow my Tillandsia and Neoregelia in this shadehouse as well
as it captures more light during the day. There is a constant tension in giving best
positions to various plants to the detriment of others but this is part of the challenge,
frustration and sheer joy in growing these plants.
Below is a small section of patterned Vriesea starting to colour up in the spring
weather.

Picture 4 provides an example of different genera vying for the best position with
some patterned Vriesea on the ground, xVrieslandsia Spiralling Flame (Arden)
(courtesy of George Stamatis) on one of the benches and tillandsias hanging from up
above.
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Picture 4

Picture 5

Picture 5 shows Tillandsia Roy Ford hybrid (courtesy of Greg Aizlewood) currently in spike.
This massive tillandsia is well over a metre wide.
Picture 6 shows blending some bromeliads with my wife’s Buddha.
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A BIG Hello to all our new
and returning members
Greg & Narelle Aizlewood and Charlotte Freddi,
Roland Anthony, Monica Bailey, Amanda Barbe,
Prue Bartels, Selga Boothby, Paul Borland, Sharon
Born, Gavin Braden, Carmon Burke, Julie Burnett,
Jen Burrows, Ian Cairns & Jane Lu, Teddy & Beth
Cooling, Richard & Diane Cornale, Bobby Cox , Jim
Dale, Patricia Darcy, Sue Dickens, Ruth Dickson,
Merv & Linda Druker, Andrew Duncan, Beverley
Durrant, Cynthia Earl, Alan & Roz Elder, Mickey
Farrell, Mal Frape, Kathryn Fraser, Marjorie Gale, Terry & Gloria Gavenlock, Ross
Gersekowski, Jo-Anne Gonsalves, John & Alison Grice, Wendy Hansen, Wayne
Harding, Maureen Hayden, Kathleen Henderson, Eliza Hesse,John Hodgkinson,
Raewyn Holliday, Val Honeywood, Mark Jamieson, Barry Kable, Rob & Rosie Kelly,
Christine Malone, Glenn Margery, Marrion Matthews, Shane McDonald, Joan
McCleod, Amanda Mead, Diane Monk, Mary Nicholson, Nigel Patterson, Peter &
Tania Perikow, Bobby Powell, Karen Rafter, Kerry Reeves, Neville Ryan, Phil Sargent,
Lorraine Schoenkneckt, Raymond Scicluna, Katie Smith, John & Coni Smits, Jennifer
Stefanowicz, Denise Storey, Barbara Stutz, Graeme Synold, Warren Townsend,
Alfonso & Gilda Trudu, Natalie Wain, Brian Wallis, Kaz Watanabe, Jennifer Webb,
Dave Weston, Shane Weston, Glenn Wilkinson, John Williamson & Greg Macleod,
Peter & Noreen Wright, Jan Zilm.
We are at the end of our membership year so if you would like to continue to enjoy
all the services GCSBS brings to you please get in touch to renew your membership.
We have an electronic application which is on our website www.gcsbs.org.au
You can contact Shane Weston at gcsbs.treasurer@gmail.com or you can renew at
our monthly meeting. A brand new year is on its way and with any luck (maybe a
little bird whispered something in my ear) we might see the return of full meeting
set ups – kitchen, library, produce. We can’t wait to see you there.

Society Aims
To foster family membership and members.
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